**Authentic Herringbone** decorative laminate flooring exhibit great performance and excellent environmental compatibility. Starting with its manufacture, **Authentic Herringbone** is made of raw materials from renewable resources, namely Pine, Conifer and Spruce plantation forests as well as wood waste from the wood industry for the substrate. This eliminates the need to extract wood from natural forests, thus making **Authentic Herringbone** a natural product that is environmentally friendly and biodegradable.

The design layer is reproduced, by taking a photo of the real timber, using sophisticated technology. Wood decors are reproduced to look like the original timber and give you that true-to-life wood look and feel without having to exploit our natural forests. Printed with non-solvent based inks, that contain no heavy metals means it does not emit any toxic fumes on combustion.
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During the manufacture process of **Authentic Herringbone** the factory in which it is produced makes use of reclaimed energy. Due to the large amount of thermal energy that can be extracted when burned, all the wood waste from the milling and sawing process is recycled to heat up the the production facilities.

**Authentic Herringbone** ‘s completely sealed non-porous surface does not allow the breeding of dust mites or micro-organisms. This creates a healthier environment for our little ones.